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Literacy Engagement

• WBWF  - engaged with educators and district staff

• Community Engagement – 20+ calls and 20+ parent testimonials: 
• Calls with educators and literacy specialists at 8 different schools

• MPS sites: Jenny Lind and Anishinabe using structured literacy

• MDE Dyslexia Specialists
• Groves Academy
• Jerry von Korff, Attorney, former St. Cloud school board member and 

Dyslexia advocate
• MPS Teaching and Learning
• Decoding Dyslexia
• Dyslexia Advocates
• Multiple Parent and Community Advocacy Groups/Orgs/Tutors
• Parents of struggling students as represented by submitted testimonials.



Common 
Themes –
Engagement

• Current literacy curriculum and the 
interventions we are using are lacking 
structured literacy in core instruction and 
interventions.

• Teachers have expressed concerns over 
their lack of training and professional 
development on how to teach children how 
to read.

• Parents of struggling readers are finding our 
schools are ill equipped to support their 
students.

• Parents are extremely worried about their 
children whose behavior or mental health is 
being impaired by their inability to fully 
participate in the classroom.

• Parents of means are finding success when 
they enroll their struggling readers in 
schools or hire tutors that use structured 
evidence-based instruction, typically an 
Orton Gillingham based program.





Source: Structured Literacy and Typical Literacy Practices: Understanding Differences to Create Instructional 
Opportunities (readingrockets.org)

https://www.readingrockets.org/content/pdfs/structured-literacy.pdf?fbclid=IwAR0G3YxJQHNwBxfse36fedXnT8xsSfbi1_ma65s0FN9Z3VwkWLoFpiAMHKU


LETRS Training Overview – Teaching a classroom of 
children how to read is a highly skilled job.



Comments:

• Teaching students to read is a highly skilled job requiring a deep 
understanding of cognitive science and the ability to apply to young children

• Students in highest poverty schools tend to have the most inexperienced 
teachers and highest turnover. Students at these school need master teachers 
who are ready day one to teach students foundational literacy skills. 

• There are students in every building that need explicit sequenced structured 
literacy.

• We need to give teachers the tools to succeed in the classroom. When they 
succeed our kids succeed.

• Investments in literacy need to be grounded in research and evidence-based 
practices. 

• Assessments need to be aligned to science of reading. Example: MCA test is a 
comprehension test. How do we know if students have not mastered 
“learning to read”. (Decoding: phonics, phonemic awareness, etc)


